Essential Reading Second Edition Student Book 3
Essential Vocabulary
The following are words from this book which are in the Academic Word List. The unit where
the word first appears is shown in brackets. Words in italics are the most frequently used in
their respective word families. Both British and American spellings are included in the list.
Sublist 1
approach (U3)
approachable, approached, approaches (U12), approaching, unapproachable
area (U7)
areas (U8)
assume (U6)
assumed, assumes, assuming, assumption, assumptions
available (U3)
availability, unavailable
benefit (U3)
beneficial, beneficiary, beneficiaries, benefited, benefiting, benefits (U3)
consist
consisted, consistency (U7), consistent (U2), consistently, consisting, consists, inconsistencies,
inconsistency, inconsistent
context (U2)
contexts, contextual, contextualise, contextualised, contextualising, uncontextualised,
contextualize, contextualized, contextualizing, uncontextualized
create (U1)
created (U1), creates (R2), creating, creation, creations, creative, creatively, creativity, creator,
creators, recreate, recreated, recreates, recreating

data (R7)
economy (U4)
economic, economical, economically, economics, economies, economist, economists,
uneconomical
environment (R2)
environmental, environmentalist, environmentalists, environmentally, environments (U7)
establish (U6)
disestablish, disestablished, disestablishes, disestablishing, disestablishment, established (U1),
establishes, establishing (U1), establishment, establishments
estimate (U7)
estimated (U7), estimates (U7), estimating, estimation, estimations, over-estimate,
overestimate, overestimated, overestimates, overestimating, underestimate, underestimated,
underestimates, underestimating
export
exported (U11), exporter, exporters, exporting, exports
factor (U1)
factored, factoring, factors (U3)
function (U2)
functional, functionally, functioned, functioning, functions (U6)
identify (U1)
identifiable, identification, identified, identifies, identifying (U4), identities, identity,
unidentifiable
income (U4)
incomes (R3)
indicate (U2)
indicated (R1), indicates (U2), indicating, indication, indications, indicative, indicator, indicators

individual (U9)
individualised, individuality, individualism, individualist, individualists (U10), individualistic (U1),
individually, individuals (U2)
involve (U11)
involved (U9), involvement, involves, involving, uninvolved
issue (U6)
issued (U8), issues (R2), issuing
legal (U8)
illegal, illegality, illegally, legality, legally (U8)
major (R2)
majorities, majority (U1)
method (U3)
methodical, methodological, methodologies, methodology, methods (U3)
occur
occurred (U2), occurrence, occurrences, occurring, occurs, reoccur, reoccurred, reoccurring,
reoccurs
percent
percentage (U4), percentages
period (U1)
periodic, periodical, periodically, periodicals, periods
policy (U7)
policies
principle (R3)
principled, principles, unprincipled
process (U9)
processed, processes, processing

require (U8)
required (U8), requirement, requirements, requires (U4), requiring
research (U1)
researched, researcher (U1), researchers (U1), researches, researching (U11)
respond
responded (U10), respondent, respondents, responding (U1), responds (U2), response,
responses, responsive, responsiveness, unresponsive
role (U3)
roles (U8)
significant (U3)
insignificant, insignificantly, significance, significantly, signified, signifies, signify, signifying
similar (U1)
dissimilar, similarities (U1), similarity (U2), similarly
source (U5)
sourced, sources (R4), sourcing
specific (U4)
specifically, specification, specifications, specificity, specifics
structure (U2)
restructure, restructured, restructures, restructuring, structural, structurally, structured,
structures (U1), structuring, unstructured
theory (U1)
theoretical, theoretically, theories, theorist, theorists
vary (U7)
invariable, invariably, variability, variable, variables, variably, variance, variant, variants,
variation, variations, varied, varies, varying

Sublist 2
achieve (U2)
achievable, achieved, achievement (U4), achievements (U5), achieves, achieving
acquire (U3)
acquired (U12), acquires, acquiring, acquisition, acquisitions
affect (U4)
affected (U11), affecting, affective, affectively, affects (U8), unaffected
appropriate (R2)
appropriacy, appropriately (U8), appropriateness, inappropriacy, inappropriate, inappropriately
aspect (U8)
aspects (U5)
assist
assistance (U8), assistant, assistants, assisted, assisting, assists, unassisted
community (U1)
communities
complex (U12)
complexities, complexity
compute
computation, computational, computations, computable, computer (U6), computed,
computerised (U6), computers (U1), computing
conclude (U1)
concluded (U1), concludes, concluding, conclusion, conclusions, conclusive, conclusively,
inconclusive, inconclusively
conduct (U3)
conducted (U1), conducting, conducts

consume (U4)
consumed, consumer (U10), consumers (U10), consumes, consuming, consumption
credit (R4)
credited, crediting, creditor, creditors, credits
culture (U2)
cultural, culturally, cultured, cultures (R1), uncultured
design
designed (U11), designer, designers, designing (U11), designs
evaluate (U8)
evaluated (U3), evaluates, evaluating, evaluation, evaluations, evaluative, re-evaluate,
re-evaluated, re-evaluates, re-evaluating, re-evaluation
feature
featured, features (R1), featuring
final (U3)
finalise, finalised, finalises, finalising, finalize, finalized, finalizes, finalizing, finality, finally (U1),
finals
focus (U5)
focused, focuses, focusing, focussed, focussing, refocus, refocused, refocuses, refocusing (U10),
refocussed, refocusses, refocussing
impact (U4)
impacted, impacting, impacts
institute (R3)
instituted, institutes (U7), instituting, institution, institutional, institutionalise, institutionalised,
institutionalises, institutionalising, institutionalized, institutionalizes, institutionalizing,
institutionally, institutions
invest (U11)
invested, investing (R1), investment (U12), investments (U12), investor (U12), investors, invests,
reinvest, reinvested, reinvesting, reinvestment, reinvests

item
itemisation, itemise, itemised, itemises, itemising, items (R4)
maintain (U4)
maintained, maintaining (R2), maintains, maintenance
normal (U2)
abnormal, abnormally, normalisation, normalise, normalised, normalises, normalising,
normalization, normalize, normalized, normalizes, normalizing, normality, normally
obtain (U5)
obtainable, obtained, obtaining, obtains, unobtainable
participate (U10)
participant, participants, participated (U9), participates, participating, participation,
participatory
perceive (U10)
perceived (U5), perceives, perceiving, perception, perceptions
positive (R2)
positively
potential (U1)
potentially (U11)
previous (U3)
previously (U3)
primary (U11)
primarily
purchase
purchased, purchaser, purchasers, purchases (R4), purchasing
range (U1)
ranged, ranges, ranging

region
regional, regionally, regions (R8)
relevant (U5)
irrelevance, irrelevant, relevance
resource (R12)
resourced, resourceful, resources (U1), resourcing, unresourceful, under-resourced
restrict
restricted, restricting, restriction, restrictions, restrictive (U11), restrictively, restricts,
unrestricted, unrestrictive
secure (R2)
insecure (U1), insecurities, insecurity, secured, securely, secures, securing, securities,
security
seek (R10)
seeking (U3), seeks (R10), sought
select
selected (U3), selecting, selection, selections, selective, selectively, selector, selectors, selects
site
sites (R6)
strategy (U10)
strategic, strategies, strategically, strategist, strategists
survey (U1)
surveyed, surveying, surveys (U7)
text (U1)
texts (U3), textual
tradition
non-traditional, traditional (U6), traditionalist, traditionally (U9), traditions

transfer (U6)
transferable, transference, transferred, transferring, transfers

Sublist 3
component (R3)
componentry, components
considerable (U4)
considerably
constant (U4)
constancy, constantly (U5), constants, inconstancy, inconstantly
contribute
contributed, contributes (R6), contributing, contribution, contributions, contributor,
contributors
document
documentation, documented, documenting, documents (U6)
dominate (U9)
dominance, dominant, dominated (U9), dominates, dominating, domination
emphasis (U5)
emphasise, emphasised, emphasising, emphasize, emphasized, emphasizes, emphasizing,
emphatic, emphatically
ensure (U6)
ensured (U10), ensures (U8), ensuring
exclude (U11)
excluded (U11), excludes, excluding, exclusion, exclusionary, exclusionist, exclusions, exclusive,
exclusively
initial (U4)
initially (U4)

interact
interacted, interacting (R7), interaction (U7), interactions, interactive (U6), interactively,
interacts (U12)
justify (U11)
justifiable, justifiably, justification, justifications, justified, justifies, justifying, unjustified
link (U1)
linkage, linkages, linked (U12), linking (U1), links
minor
minorities, minority (U7), minors
outcome (R9)
outcomes (R9)
partner (U1)
partners (U5), partnership, partnerships
physical (R1)
physically (U9)
react (U12)
reacted, reacts, reacting, reaction (U1), reactionaries, reactionary, reactions, reactive,
reactivate, reactivation, reactor, reactors
rely (U11)
reliability, reliable, reliably, reliance, reliant, relied, relies, relying, unreliable
sex
sexes, sexism, sexual (U5), sexuality, sexually
shift (U11)
shifted, shifting, shifts
sufficient (U7)
sufficiency, insufficient, insufficiently, sufficiently

task (U2)
tasks (U3)
technical (U11)
technically
technique (U11)
techniques (R2)
technology (U1)
technological, technologically

Sublist 4
access (U4)
accessed, accesses, accessibility, accessible, accessing, inaccessible
annual
annually (U8)
approximate
approximated, approximately (U8), approximates, approximating, approximation,
approximations
attitude (U2)
attitudes (U5)
attribute
attributable, attributed, attributes (U7), attributing, attribution
commit
commitment (U5), commitments, commits, committed, committing
communicate (U6)
communicable, communicated, communicates, communicating, communication,
communications, communicative, communicatively, uncommunicative

contrast (U2)
contrasted, contrasting, contrastive, contrasts
debate (U4)
debatable, debated, debates, debating
despite (U1)
domestic (U8)
domestically, domesticate, domesticated, domesticating, domestics
error
erroneous, erroneously, errors (U6)
goal (U1)
goals (U5)
implement
implementation (R9), implemented, implementing (U8), implements
impose
imposed (U8), imposes, imposing, imposition
integrate (R10)
integrated (U10), integrates, integrating, integration
job (U1)
jobs (U2)
label (U9)
labeled (U1), labeling, labelled, labelling, labels
obvious (U10)
obviously
option (U8)
optional (U1), options (U4)

overall (U3)
predict (U1)
predictability, predictable (U1), predictably, predicted (U1), predicting (U10), prediction,
predictions (U1), predicts, unpredictability, unpredictable (U1)
principal (U7)
principally
professional (U6)
professionally (R7), professionals, professionalism (R10)
project (U12)
projected (U4), projecting, projection, projections, projects (U1)
promote (U4)
promoted, promoter, promoters, promotes, promoting, promotion, promotions
series (U3)
status (U4)
stress (U4)
stressed (U4), stresses, stressful (U5), stressing, unstressed
summary (U1)
summaries, summarise, summarised, summarises, summarising, summarisation,
summarisations, summarization, summarizations, summarize, summarized, summarizes,
summarizing

Sublist 5
adjust (U12)
adjusted, adjusting, adjustment, adjustments, adjusts, readjust, readjusted, readjusting,
readjustment, readjustments, readjusts

aware (R1)
awareness (U1), unaware
capacity (U7)
capacities, incapacitate, incapacitated
challenge (U10)
challenged, challenger, challengers, challenges (U1), challenging
clause (U2)
clauses (U1)
conflict (U9)
conflicted, conflicting, conflicts (U9)
consult
consultancy, consultant (U1), consultants, consultation, consultations, consultative, consulted,
consults, consulting
contact (U5)
contactable, contacted (U12), contacting, contacts
decline (U6)
declined (R8), declines, declining
energy (U4)
energetic, energetically, energies
enforce (R2)
enforced, enforcement, enforces, enforcing
evolve (U5)
evolution, evolved, evolving, evolves, evolutionary, evolutionist, evolutionists
expand
expanded, expanding (R6), expands, expansion, expansionism, expansive

expose (U7)
exposed (U7), exposes, exposing, exposure, exposures
fundamental (U3)
fundamentally (U4)
generate (U11)
generated, generates, generating
generation (U4)
generations (U4)
image (U5)
imagery, images (U11)
liberal (U1)
liberalise, liberalism, liberalisation, liberalised, liberalises, liberalising, liberalization, liberalize,
liberalized, liberalizes, liberalizing, liberate, liberated, liberates, liberation, liberations, liberating,
liberator, liberators, liberally, liberals
logic (U11)
illogical, illogically, logical (U2), logically, logician, logicians
margin (U9)
marginal, marginally, margins
medical (U5)
medically
mental (U9)
mentality, mentally
modify (U11)
modification, modifications, modified, modifies, modifying, unmodified
monitor (U4)
monitored (U12), monitoring (U12), monitors (U12), unmonitored

network
networked, networking (R6), networks
notion (U4)
notions
objective
objectively (U12), objectivity
orient
orientate, orientated (U1), orientates, orientation, orientating, oriented, orienting, orients,
reorient, reorientation
psychology (U1)
psychological, psychologically, psychologist, psychologists
pursue (U4)
pursued, pursues, pursuing, pursuit, pursuits
reject (U1)
rejected (U1), rejecting, rejection (U9), rejects (U8), rejections
stable (U1)
instability, stabilisation, stabilise, stabilised, stabilises, stabilising, stabilization, stabilize,
stabilized, stabilizes, stabilizing, stability, unstable (U5)
style (U5)
styled, styles (R2), styling, stylish, stylise, stylised, stylises, stylising, stylize, stylized, stylizes,
stylizing
substitute (R7)
substituted, substitutes, substituting, substitution
sustain (U8)
sustainable, sustainability, sustained, sustaining, sustains, sustenance, unsustainable

symbol (U1)
symbolic (U9), symbolically, symbolise, symbolises, symbolised, symbolising, symbolism,
symbolize, symbolized, symbolizes, symbolizing, symbols (U6)
target (U10)
targeted, targeting (U10), targets
trend (U1)
trends
version (U6)
versions

Sublist 6
accurate (U1)
accuracy, accurately, inaccuracy, inaccuracies, inaccurate
acknowledge (U6)
acknowledged, acknowledges, acknowledging, acknowledgement, acknowledgements
assign (U6)
assigned, assigning, assignment, assignments, assigns, reassign, reassigned, reassigning,
reassigns, unassigned
author (U2)
authored, authoring, authors, authorship
brief (U3)
brevity, briefed, briefing, briefly (U9), briefs
capable (U11)
capabilities, capability, incapable
enhance (U5)
enhanced, enhancement, enhances, enhancing

exceed
exceeded (U4), exceeding, exceeds
expert (U6)
expertise (U12), expertly, experts (U5)
flexible (U1)
flexibility, inflexible, inflexibility
furthermore (U7)
incentive
incentives (U8)
inhibit
inhibited, inhibiting, inhibition, inhibitions, inhibits (R2)
instruct
instruction (U3), instructed, instructing, instructions (U7), instructive, instructor, instructors,
instructs
intelligent (U1)
intelligence, intelligently, unintelligent
lecture (U2)
lectured, lecturer (U6), lecturers, lectures, lecturing
minimum (U3)
reveal
revealed (U12), revealing, reveals, revelation, revelations
transform (U6)
transformation, transformations, transformed, transforming, transforms

Sublist 7
adapt (U10)
adaptability, adaptable (U1), adaptation (U10), adaptations, adapted (U1), adapting (U10),
adaptive, adapts
adult
adulthood, adults (U4)
classic (U9)
classical, classics
confirm (U7)
confirmation (U7), confirmed (U7), confirming, confirms
contrary (U7)
contrarily
couple (U5)
coupled, coupling, couples (U5)
definite (U5)
definitely, definitive, indefinite (U8), indefinitely
deny (U1)
deniable, denial, denials, denied, denies, denying, undeniable
eliminate
eliminated (U9), eliminates, eliminating, elimination
equip
equipment (U9), equipped, equipping, equips
extract
extracted, extracting, extraction, extracts (U4)
file
filed, files (U6), filing

foundation (U3)
foundations
globe (U8)
global, globally, globalisation, globalization
grade (U1)
graded (U3), grades (U2), grading
guarantee (U6)
guaranteed (U12), guaranteeing, guarantees
identical (U10)
identically
infer (U3)
inference, inferences, inferred (R2), inferring (U1), infers (U4)
media (U7)
phenomenon (U6)
phenomena, phenomenal
quote
quotation, quotations, quoted, quotes (U5), quoting
sole
solely (R9)
somewhat (U1)
submit (U6)
submission, submissions, submits, submitted, submitting
survive (U6)
survival, survived, survives, surviving, survivor, survivors

topic (U1)
topical, topics (U3)

Sublist 8
appreciate (U6)
appreciable, appreciably, appreciated (R3), appreciates, appreciating, appreciation,
unappreciated (U5)
conform (U1)
conformable, conformability, conformance, conformation, conformed, conforming, conformist,
conformists, conformity, conforms, nonconformist, nonconformists, nonconformity,
non-conformist, non-conformists, non-conformity
contradict (U1)
contradicted, contradicting, contradiction, contradictions (U1), contradictory, contradicts
crucial (R2)
crucially
detect (U12)
detectable, detected, detecting, detection, detective, detectives, detector, detectors, detects
drama
dramas, dramatic (U3), dramatically, dramatise, dramatised, dramatising, dramatises,
dramatisation, dramatisations, dramatist, dramatists, dramatization, dramatizations, dramatize,
dramatized, dramatizes, dramatizing
eventual
eventuality, eventually (U6)
exhibit (R12)
exhibited, exhibiting, exhibition, exhibitions, exhibits
exploit (U9)
exploitation, exploited, exploiting, exploits

guideline (U3)
guidelines (U6)
inevitable (U8)
inevitability, inevitably
intense (U1)
intensely (U10), intenseness, intensification, intensified, intensifies, intensify, intensifying,
intension, intensity, intensive, intensively
manipulate (U11)
manipulated, manipulates, manipulating, manipulation, manipulations, manipulative
offset (U8)
offsets, offsetting
paragraph (U3)
paragraphing, paragraphs (U4)
radical (U8)
radically, radicals
revise (U3)
revised, revises, revising, revision, revisions
schedule (U10)
reschedule, rescheduled, reschedules, rescheduling, scheduled, schedules, scheduling,
unscheduled
tense (R2)
tension, tensely, tenser, tensest, tensions
theme (U1)
themes, thematic, thematically
visual (U7)
visualise, visualised, visualised, visualising, visualisation, visualize, visualized, visualizing,
visualization, visually

Sublist 9
attain (U5)
attainable, attained, attaining, attainment, attainments, attains, unattainable
behalf (U12)
diminish (U7)
diminished (U7), diminishes, diminishing, diminution, undiminished
distort
distorted (U11), distorting, distortion, distortions, distorts
duration (U5)
intermediate (U3)
medium (U6)
passive (U1)
passively, passivity
portion (R6)
portions
refine (U5)
refined, refinement, refinements, refines, refining
relax (U1)
relaxation, relaxed (U1), relaxes, relaxing (U7)
rigid (U12)
rigidities, rigidity, rigidly
supplement (U11)
supplementary, supplemented, supplementing, supplements

team (U2)
teamed, teaming, teams (U9)
temporary (U4)
temporarily
vision (U12)
visions

Sublist 10
colleague
colleagues (R6)
convince (U7)
convinced (U7), convinces, convincing, convincingly, unconvinced
depress
depressed (U4), depresses, depressing, depression (U4)
encounter (U10)
encountered, encountering, encounters
nonetheless (U9)
odd (U4)
odds (U5)
ongoing (U4)
straightforward (U7)
undergo (U9)
undergoes, undergoing, undergone, underwent
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